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Using Web-
Based Tools to 
Improve Safety 
Performance

Geo-Solutions uses a web-
based application (SiteDocs™) 

to document and collect worksite 
safety data to improve safety 
performance.  Jobsite safety 
documentation begins each day 
with the submittal of jobsite safety 
meeting summaries from all of Geo-
Solutions’ active jobsites which 
are digitally signed by all crew 
members.  These can be reviewed 
remotely by Geo-Solutions’ 
corporate safety personnel which 
provides an opportunity to 
confirm that safety is the first thing 
discussed every day and maintains 
critical documentation for audits 
or inspections.  The system also 
allows the user to create, complete 
and document safety audits, safety 
observations, incident and near 
miss reports.  To improve ease 
of use, each jobsite is assigned 
a tablet computer devoted to 
SiteDocs™ and the application can 
also be installed on smart phones. 

As a means of tracking leading 
indicators to make informed 
decisions, one of the most 
important features is the ability 
to conduct and document safety 
observations.  This enables Geo-
Solutions to be proactive in its 
safety efforts by improving the 
identification of deficiencies 
in employee behavior or site 
conditions.  Each observation is 
logged in the system and safety 
personnel can quickly generate 
reports to monitor trends to 

Geo-Solutions was selected to install a self-hardening seepage cutoff wall along the alignment of 
a future tailings dam at a mine in Western Canada.  The cutoff wall was designed to minimize 

the off-lease seepage of process affected water beneath a planned closure dam.  The cutoff wall 
was installed from an earthen platform that would eventually become a mining haul road located 
immediately downstream of a tailings dam.

The soil layers at the site included a swampy surficial layer (Muskeg) overlying glacial fluvial sands/
gravels and till layers and an underlying bedrock known as the McMurray formation.  There were also 
zones of permafrost present along the alignment.

The cutoff wall excavation was performed using a large, 125 metric tonne, excavator fitted with a 
custom long stick and boom combination capable of reaching up to 90 feet below ground surface. 
As the trench was excavated, the liquid Soil-Cement-Cement-Bentonite (SCCB) slurry, produced on 
site in a custom continuous-mix batch plant, held the trench sidewalls open.  Due to the project 
location and timing, a slurry heater was required to keep the bentonite slurry warm in the final weeks 
of the project.  The slurry was heated based on previous evidence that suggests adding cementitious 
materials to “cold” bentonite slurry retards the set of the SCCB.

One of the primary challenges on the project was the remote work site with limited labor resources 
in the area.  In order to perform the work, Geo-Solutions mobilized an experienced crew from various 
parts of Canada and supplemented this crew with support from the US.

An additional challenge was the presence of siltstone and sandstone that was not identified during 
the investigation phase.  Geo-Solutions was able to excavate some of the sandstone using the large 
excavator and aggressively configured bucket, but the siltstone resulted in refusal of the equipment.  
Geo-Solutions worked with the client to re-sequence the work while the Owner hired another 
contractor to break up the siltstone.  Geo-Solutions was then able to remove the disaggregated 
bedrock and complete the cutoff wall to the target depth.

Call any one of our offices,  
visit our website 

www.geo-solutions.com 
or email us at  

info@geo-solutions.com.
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Slag-Cement-Cement-
Bentonite Seepage Cutoff Wall 
Western Canada

  Upcoming Conferences
NJ Site Remediation Conference, New Brunswick, NJ 

January 29-30, 2019, Exhibiting

2019 Sediments Conference, New Orleans, LA  
February 11-14, 2019, Darin Payne to present a short course on 
“Expanding the Use of In Situ Solidification/Stabilization to Provide 
Additional Tools for the Management of Impacted Sediments.”

Geo-Congress 2019, Philadelphia, PA  
March 24-27, 2019, Dan Ruffing to present “Stresses in Soil-Bentonite 
Slurry Trench Cutoff Wall”.

ASDSO 2019 West Regional Conference, Westminster, CO 
March 25-27, 2019, Exhibiting, Booth #203

World of Coal Ash, St. Louis, MO 
May 13-16, 2019, Exhibiting, Booth #83

Dam Safety 2019, Orlando, FL  
September 8-12, 2019, Exhibiting, Booth #306

MGP Conference 2019, Philadelphia, PA  
October 7-9, 2019, Exhibiting, Booth#41

Florida Remediation Conference, Orlando, FL  
December, Exhibiting
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continued Fort McMurray
Finally the short construction season in Alberta and cold 

temperatures near the end of the project provided additional 
challenges.  Geo-Solutions worked extended shifts and weekends to 
compete the work on schedule.  In addition to the slurry heater, Geo-
Solutions constructed additional temporary facilities to allow workers 
to maintain productivity and work safely in the cold weather.

The cutoff wall included the installation of 232,500 vertical square 
feet of SCCB slurry wall.  The wall was installed to a maximum depth 
of 78 feet below ground surface.  Typical depths were in the range of 
52 to 65 feet.  

The target maximum permeability objective of 1 x 10-7 cm/s was 
achieved after 56 days of curing with an average permeability of 4.6 x 
10-8 cm/sec.  The strength of the cured SCCB material averaged over 
200 psi after 56 days of curing.  The high target strength of the wall 
was required to withstand the anticipated loads from mining haul 
trucks with fully loaded weights of 680 tons.

Check out the award winning video of the 
multi-million dollar groundwater recovery 

system at an active power plant.  The 
completed recovery system consists of a 

subsurface barrier wall, groundwater collection 
trench, pumpback system pipeline, and a 

stormwater bypass facility.  Check it out on 
our Facebook page www.facebook.com/

geosolutionsinc/.

Video of the Year

Winter 2019
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Large Diameter Auger Steam 
Stripping and ZVI Mixing
Midwestern United States

Personnel Announcements

Darin Payne has accep- 
ted the position of 
President. Bob Schindler, 
one of the Principals of 
Geo-Solutions and current 
President and CEO, will 
retain the position of CEO.  In addition to his 
current responsibilities, Darin will assume 
day-to-day operations responsibility for 
the entire company.  Darin will provide 
operational leadership for all aspects of the 
business from client and project initiation 
through successful project completion. 
He is responsible for key decisions related 
to safety, quality control, operations and 
the allocation of company resources.  As 
CEO, Bob will continue to focus on overall 
direction, strategy and company vision.  
Darin, with a degree from the University of 
Massachusetts – Amherst, has been in the 
specialty environmental and geotechnical 
industry since 2000.  Darin is recognized 
for his operational and technical insight 
and has been involved with some of the 
largest environmental soil mixing projects 
completed in the US.  Bob and Darin look 
forward to working closely to lead and direct 
Geo-Solutions for years to come.

Dan Ruffing, P.E. has 
advanced to Vice 
President of Engineering. 
Ken Andromalos, P.E., 
currently Vice President of 
Engineering, will assume 
the role of Technical Director, which will 
allow for increased focus on complex and 
challenging aspects of our work.    In addition 
to being responsible for all technically 
oriented aspects for the company including 
quality control, Dan will oversee and 
direct Geo-Solutions’ estimating, business 
development, and marketing functions. Dan 
has been with Geo-Solutions since 2009 
after completing his Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degrees in Civil Engineering at Bucknell 
University.  Dan has established himself as 
a recognized technical resource related 
to Geo-Solutions’ specialty construction 
techniques which has been outwardly 
supported by his dozens of publications 
and involvement in presentations and 
technical short courses.  Ken and Dan look 
forward to continuing to work together as 
Ken transitions to retirement over the next 
few years.

Mike Fisher has stepped 
up as Northeast Regional 
Manager for Geo-Solutions.  
In his new role, Mike will 
provide project direction 
for special projects and 
oversee the project management group 
in the northeast as well as Geo-Solutions’ 
company-wide Project Management 
administration.  Mike started as a Project 
Engineer for Geo-Con (now a part of 
Geo-Solutions) back in 1994 straight out 
of college.  Mike holds Bachelor’s and 
Master’s Degrees in Civil Engineering 
from the University of Pittsburgh and has 
amassed 25 years of experience in the 
specialty geotechnical and environmental 
industries.  He has co-authored several 
publications and articles on various types 
of geotechnical techniques including 
the construction of self-hardening slurry 
cutoff walls, permeable reactive barrier 
installation using zero-valent iron, and the 
design and control of slurry wall backfill mix 
for groundwater containment. 

Rob Winters, CSP, has 
re-joined Geo-Solutions as 
the Vice President of Risk 
Management. Rob works 
out of the Pittsburgh, PA 
office and is responsible for 
supporting the overall administration of the 
risk management and insurance programs of 
the company focusing on risk identification, 
risk transfer, and risk preservation. He has 
over 20 years of experience in Risk, Health 
and Safety, and Project Management 
with a primary emphasis in the specialty 
construction industry. He previously worked 
for the specialty construction firm Geo-Con 
(acquired by Geo-Solutions in 2012) where 
he began his career as a field safety officer 
and worked his way up to the Manager of 
Health and Safety / QA. Additionally, Rob 
also has experience in heavy highway 
construction, hazardous waste remediation, 
consulting for the steel and gas industries, 
and scaffolding erection.  He joins an already 
experienced staff.

determine if training and support can be 
provided to prevent incidents.  Studies 
show that 90% of incidents are a result of 
human behavior and safety observations 
related to behavior can be used to 
reduce the probability of incidents. 

Geo-Solutions is committed to 
achieving safe production. We believe 
in protecting the safety and health of 
our own employees and that of other 
personnel who may be impacted by 
our work. We also believe that we can 
and must take the time to do our work 
safely and strongly believe that safety, 
production and quality can all work 
harmoniously to achieve our ultimate 
goal of zero losses.

Geo-Solutions anticipates use and 
participation in this application to 
improve with time, demonstrating 
tangible improvements to Geo-Solutions’ 
solid safety record.  Geo-Solutions takes 
safety very seriously and is committed 
to maintaining a safe work environment 
for all of its workers, site visitors, and the 
public at large. 

continued Safety Performance

granular activated carbon canisters. The steam 
stripping was used to remove the majority of the 
contamination and a ZVI/bentonite slurry was mixed 
into the soils to promote in situ chemical reduction 
of any remaining TCE to levels acceptable for disposal 
at the local landfill. 

Following completion of the in situ soil treatment 
and receipt of acceptable analytical results, over 
17,000 tons of site soils were safely excavated and 
transported to the local landfill for disposal.  The 
excavations were backfilled with a combination 
of site soils and off-site borrow, including 1-foot of 
crushed gravel placed as the final surface.

Other work on the project included initial site 
preparation work, installation of erosion controls, 
clearing and grubbing, fence removal and new 
fence installation, removal of concrete foundations, 
footings, and slabs.  Geo-Solutions also cut back an 
existing hillside and stockpiled 5,400 cubic yards of 
soils removed from the hillside on the southern edge 
of the property to allow enough room to perform 
the work and to provide approximately one-half of 
the clean backfill needed to complete the project.  

The work was completed over a 7 month period 
with final site restoration, including final grading and 
seeding.

Geo-Solutions was hired as the general 
contractor to perform the remediation of a 

trichloroethylene (TCE) impacted site in Indiana 
containing over 17,000 tons of impacted soils.  The 
impacted soils were located from the ground 
surface down to a maximum depth of 18 feet.  Three-
quarters of the contaminated soil had a low enough 
concentration to be excavated and disposed of 
directly at the local landfill.  The remaining 2,300 
CY had TCE levels many times higher than the non-
hazardous disposal standards which required in-situ 
treatment prior to disposal.  

To treat the soils containing higher levels of 
contamination, soil mixing was used to perform 
steam stripping and to add zero valent iron (ZVI) 
to the soils to promote in situ chemical reduction 
of the TCE.  Geo-Solutions mobilized a hydraulic 
drill rig fitted with a 9-foot diameter soil mixing 
auger and a vapor capture shroud to perform the 
steam stripping.  Steam stripping was performed 
by injecting up to 300 degree Fahrenheit stream 
produced in a boiler and compressed air through 
the large diameter auger.  This heated the soils to 
approximately 200 degrees which vaporized the 
TCE allowing it to be extracted from the soil mixed 
column using a 10-foot diameter steel shroud and a 
blower.  The captured air stream was cooled prior to 
removal of the chlorinated solvents using multiple 

As part of our ongoing strategic progression plan, Geo-Solutions’ is pleased to announce the 
promotions of Darin Payne, Dan Ruffing, P.E. and Mike Fisher and the re-hiring of Rob Winters, CSP.  
We look forward to an exciting future with some of the best people in the business.
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